Lg front load washer parts diagram

Is your Samsung Top Load Washer WA or WA not spinning, not starting, leaking, getting error
codes, not draining, flashing, wrong temp, not filling? We have all the ways to troubleshoot your
Samsung top load washer here. Remember, if you have any questions about repairing your
Samsung top load washer, please leave a comment below describing your issue and we will be
happy to assist troubleshooting. Samsung top load washer troubleshooting. Below are many
different troubleshooting diagrams , electrical schematics , water flow diagrams , eeprom check
, board input test modes , continuous run mode , fast time down test mode , service modes ,
error codes , diagnostic test check modes and more. Samsung top load washer WA WA
troubleshooting. Once you find the issue with your Samsung Top Load Washer we can help you
find the replacement parts you need for less! Samsung top load washers replacement parts.
Board input test mode. Continuous run mode. Cycle count check mode. Diagnostic code check
mode. Fast time down test mode. Problem checking of PCB. Samsung service mode. Samsung
top load quick test mode. Samsung top load washer error codes 1. Samsung top load washer dc
error, unbalanced, fix. Samsung top load washer error codes 2. Samsung troubleshooting no
water fill, will not lock, will not unlock. Samsung troubleshooting wont drain, noisy, wrong water
temp, buttons do not respond. Samsung wring diagram schematic WA WA Troubleshooting
wont spin, leaking, will not start â€” Samsung washer. Water flow diagram Samsung top load
washer. Do you have suggestions or questions about your Samsung Top Load Washer? Please
leave a comment below. My samsung wa will not drain and go into spin mode. Was told it was
possibly the control board. Just wondering your opinion. Thank you. It will not complete a wash
cycle. Instead, if I set it to a normal wash cycle it shows about 50 minutes on the board. Then it
will count down to 3 minutes left. It will then jump back up to 18 minutes and start filling the
basket up with water for the rinse cycle again. It will repeat this over and over, never completing
the cycle. Any suggestions? Okâ€¦ There was a small but semi steady stream of water coming
out the ball like next to the soap trayâ€¦now I am not getting any water into and keeps saying
4c.. Samsung WA stopped mid cycle when clothes added. Now all it will do on a restart is give
the error code PE. I checked the clutch motor resistance and it is at spec. Can this motor still be
faulty? Does the first letter of the error code not matter? It looks like a capital E without the top
line. I disconnected the water lines and checked and cleaned everything. Everything looks
good. Good supply of water with no clogs anywhere. Unplugged for about Still doesnt run and
shows code. Washer worked fine and then all of the sudden now it doesnt run at all. When you
turn the power on it reads an error code that I cant find anywhere. It looks like an E without the
top line and then E1. Any clue what the problem could be? Check to be sure the washer is
getting the proper supply of water. A component or part may be clogged with hard water or a
part may be faulty. Clean components and test parts with meter if needed. After you have that
solved, simply try unplugging the Samsung washer for 10 minutes to clear the other error if
applicable. Tengo una lavadora Samsung y tengo problemas con el desbalance dc puedo hacer
mi comentario en espanol si o no? Si me contesta terminare mi comentario para pedir su ayuda
y sugerencia gracias. Can you advise?? Samsung WAAN owner here. Foolishly put a single
shirt in the washer, then left. So, the machine was off when I got home. The tub is tilted to the
left now, seemingly permanently. No codes are appearing and it is, believe it or not, washing
normally. That seems to be what is needed! Have a wa with a pe1 code. Replaced the clutch
motor and board. What could be causing this after replacing it and the board? I have a WA top
load washer and the lid will not stay up when loading and unloading clothes. Is there a tension
clip for the hinge. Is there a diagram for that part. Thanks Doug. I appreciate all the informative
inforinformation. I am having problems with my washer not compleying the spin cycle. After
rinse cycle it goes into spin for 1 minute. Please help with any information or advice. Samsung
WA washer does not spin. When I enter service mode I cannot perform spin test. It does
nothing. I get error code F The first letter is a E without the top vertical line. My top load
Samsung washing machine waab Every time it comes up with dc unbalanced load open lid
move around clothes and start again and it will come up again. Is there a damper or sensor that
tells it it is unbalanced? Troy, did you figure out what was wrong with your washer, as I am
having the same issues. It will spin just fine with the spin test, but I cannot get the load
balanced. These washers are famous for throwing the unbalance code because it only has four
flimsy rods supporting the washer tub. This will fix the un-balance issues. My Samsung
washing machine stopped with 13 minutes left on the cycle. It makes a click sound when you try
to start it but does nothing. This happened before and I fixed it but not this time. I cleaned the
screens and hoses. Thought it was fixed and started a load and now a washing machine full of
water and clothes again. Will not drain, checked drain hose. Clothes come out fine but noisy!
Any thoughts on what the issue might be and how to fix? Our washer is leaking just a tiny bit
from the bottom at the very end of the cycle. I have a front load Samsung washer. I have had for
1 year it has worked wonderfully up till today. The code UL came up on screen. It did not drain

all water and I had blankets in it. Although i had it on a quick wash setting. What did i do wrong.
Nothing different has happened what are your views? Your washer will display the UE code
when it has detected an unbalanced load. Ensure that the load is evenly balanced when using a
spin cycle. Items such as large blankets are unlikely to spin properly on their own. Add two
additional towels or similar and put on another spin cycle. OK I have more information. I set it
for a short wash, rinse, spin dry. No clothes, and lowest water level, only a few inches. Here is
what I found:. Everywhere I look up that code, it says it is for an unbalanced load. But
remember, this was a test with no clothes load at all, and only minimal water. During wash fill,
wash itself, rinse fill, and rinse itself, if I open the Lid machine stops then close it, the washer
starts going again by itself. During all the spins â€” wash water drain then spin, rinse water
drain then spin, and final spin dry â€” if I open and close the lid, washer will not start again on
its own. Makes motor noise and tub jerks like wanting to spin, but does not spin. Occasional
exceptions, in all spin places, where the spinning does work â€” even once after this problem
started, I remember it completed laundry okay once â€” starts slowly and builds up. The method
in my prior post of going into the service mode? There was supposed to be some kind of lock to
prevent opening lid during spins there never was. Machine just figured out there is no lock, so
does not spin. And hot wire it to always think the lid is closed. Found some sensor which was
basically a long rod with a rubber protector, which reached about halfway down the tub.
Jumped it and no change. Never did find that. The problem with no spin is fixed. It was a
stretched v-belt. We will see how long it takes for that to happen again. My Samsung washer WA
top load is making this squeaking sound in the washer and thumping sound when spinning. No
codes show but it sounds like it is coming from the bottom of the metal barrel what can it be?
Doubled check to make sure it is level, stuck from there. Ken, Check to be sure the wash tub
itself is centered. A spring or similar component may have disconnected and is causing the
noise when the tub spins. My washer is getting dirt in it while washing â€” little pieces of dirt. Is
there a filter or something that might need cleaned? If you open the washer, look at the bottom
of the tub where the chrome or white cover is in the center, pry it off and remove the bolt to lift
off the center piece. Underneath that you will see the gray metal, which has soap scum on it, as
well as pieces of it falling apart. I cleaned every thing the best I can. I have a less than 3 year
Model Wa Samsung Top loader washer and the compartment where you put the bleach in is
rusty all around it. I have a Samsung wa and a quarter got stuck in the agitator. The whole
control screen went out and I have no sign of power. I got the quarter out and spun the agitator,
but machine will not power on. Do I need to buy a new control board? Andrew Glenn, Have you
made sure power is getting to the washer? If so, check the wiring on back. If rear wiring is okay
then remove the control board to see if there are loose wire harnesses or possibly a burnt
board. Check the wiring first to be sure it is secure, if not replace the MEMS sensor. What do I
need to do now? Sophia, If your Samsung washer is getting the DS or D5 error code, The
washer thinks the lid or door is open or unlocked during the wash cycle. My Samsung WA top
loader washing machine is leaving a film of lint on my clothes. It never did in the beginning.
Also there is a small discharge of water left on the floor on the front left side of the machine.
Holly West, The lint issue may be because of something that was washed earlier and the washer
did not wash out all the lint. If the washer is leaking a small amount of water from the front left,
you may have a loose or damaged water line. Check inside the machine to find the leaking hose,
connector, or component. Replace parts as needed. It is a slimy flaky grey substance. I have
tried multiple runs of the Pure cycle with vinegar and tried Affresh cleaning tablets. The stuff
just keeps coming. Thanks in advance. David Price, How often does this happen? How old is
your Samsung washer? We understand you say a slimy flaky grey substanceâ€¦ But is the
substance similar to oil at all? Is the grey flakes the material that is sprayed onto there inner
wash tub? Have a look inside and see if any paint or substance may be chipping off the walls of
the washer tub. I have the same problem as David Price!! My washing machine is not very old 2
years. Is there a lint filter somewhere that can be cleaned easily? I have read it might be the Hall
Sensor? However, I can not find a way to test if that is the problem. If someone could tell me the
best way to test, to find out the correct part to replace, would be very helpful! You may have an
issue with the vibration sensor â€” see part in the parts list The DC error occurs when the
Samsung washer is unable to spin due to an unbalanced load. No matter how many times I
redistribute or how over careful I am in doing so , it will not finish the cycle, and get another DC
error. Is there a way to test to see if it is the vibration sensor? Or anything else I can do. Ok, I
have now replaced the vibrations sensor, and the 4 suspension rods, and I am still getting DC
error!!! What else could this be. This machine is driving me nuts! Only 3 years old. Heather, Can
you tell us the model number of your Samsung washer? We can assist from there. Is the washer
not agitating no matter what cycle you use or how much clothing is in it? I think I tried two
different settings. I have a Samsung WA and it shows error code 3E. I have checked for loose

connections. It will run a full cycle throwing no codes if empty. When I put clothes in the code is
thrown againâ€¦Any ideas? Josh, Samsung uses the 3E error code to indicate a drive motor
tach fault. Tryâ€¦ Unplug the washer for minutes to reset. Samsung top washer, WA, upon
agitating it has a grinding noise from the bottom of the washer. It went thru an entire cycle. Any
thought? Greg, You may have a transmission, bearing, motor issue, etcâ€¦ Safely open the
washer up and check inside for what may be causing the grinding noise issue. Let us know
what you find. Not really needing to troubleshoot, I need to find a replacement part â€¦ the area
reserved for bleach in the top loader has rusted out around the cup. The cup is no longer
secured to the top, but rests on the inner ring and every load of laundry is full of rusted
porcelain confetti. Diane, Are you needing the complete metal top portion of your Samsung
washer? If so you can find those parts online. Is the model number of your Samsung washer
WA or ? Ah yes. It was running a cycle and then stopped. In official electrical engineering
terminology, the smoke was then let-out per the nice smell in the laundry room. I need to check
the inlet for a restriction too, but wanted to take the lazy way out first and see if the motor can
actually be commanded on. You should be able to simply select spin cycle to drain the
remaining water out of the tub. If you can get into service mode the board is most likely okay
and therefore it should let you drain if the drain motor is operational. Not sure if the drain motor
is getting voltage or not â€” I need to verify. With the washer powered on, I can select any cycle
and hit the start button â€” it just sits and does nothing. Sounds like next step is to verify
voltage at the motor, and then hopefully replace it â€” would much rather have a motor failure
than a board issue. The drain motor was shorted due to the shaft seal failing and allowing the
housing to fill with water. The manual that came with my washer had the pin call outs and wire
colors incorrectly labeled. Yet another job well done from Samsung. I have a Samsung WA It
has started to leave gunk small pieces of something in the washer after running a cycle. I have
cleaned it, run the Pure Cycle on a regular basis, even run it empty and the gunk remains after
each cycle. How do I get it to not do this? Is it a grease, oil, metal pieces, plastic pieces? Is the
washer making noises as it runs like a squeak or a metal to metal sound? IPM: Integrated power
module. The IPM controls the motor. Power Switch OFF can clear the overload error. My
Samsung top load has started to spin out of control. It stops the spin cycle and fills up with
water again. Will do this times till it actually finishes. When it spins out of control it really
sounds like I put a brick in with the clothes. And ideas? Cody, Can you give us the exact model
number of your washing machine? We can troubleshoot from there. Samsung WA water leaks
profusely from bottom during the fill cycle. Turned washer up, drain hose was completely
disconnected. Replaced it but it is still leaking. I would appreciate any advice you could offer.
Thank you! Amy Whisman, If the drain hose was disconnected and that was causing the water
leak on your Samsung washer, be sure it was reinstalled properly and tight. If soâ€¦ Try to find
where exactly the water is leaking. If you cannot visually find the leak while the washer is
runningâ€¦ The leak may be either in the water inlet valve where the water hoses connect, or the
drain pump may have loose hoses. Check as there are other hoses in the washer that could be
loose or may have come off. Our washer started displaying the ND error code towards the end
of wash cycle a couple of weeks ago. We drained the water bucket by bucket and started on
rinse and spin setting without any clothes and it ran OK. We thought it may have been a fluke
but it came back after a couple of error free washes and now it happens all the time. Before
calling a service person, is there anything else we can try? Karineh G. This indicates a blockage
somewhere or a part may have gone bad. First, check to be sure the drain hose is not bent,
blocked, or crimped. Take the hose off and be sure there is no blockage whatsoever. Check to
be sure where the drain hose goes into the wall drain that it is not blocked up. If the drain hose
and the wall drain is okay, then check the drain pump itself as it may have some objects in it
that may be causing a blockage. If there is no blockage in the draining system, then you may
have a bad or malfunctioning drain pump. Check power and wire harnesses to the drain pump
to be sure it is receiving power and operating as normal. Thank you so much for your prompt
response. We let it drain into the laundry sink instead of wall drain to rule out any blockage
there and we still saw the problem. Is it a fairly easy task? Could you please provide some tips
on how to do that? There will be hoses connected to the drain pump that will need to come off
to inspect the drain pump itself and the hoses for blockage. It will be fairly easy, you just need
to slide the washer out to gain access to the back. Turn off water and remove hoses and drain
line. See a few videos on YouTube if needed on how to gain access into your Samsung washer.
Thank you so much for your help. As you suggested, I checked the online tutorials, took out the
drain pump, ordered and installed a new pump and it is working now. I appreciate your time and
assistance very much. Cold â€” cold water only. EcoWarm â€” cold water only. Warm â€” no
water. Hot â€” Hot water only. Extra Hot â€” Cold water only. Verify the washer is plugged in
and powers on. If it does not power on, check the fuse or reset the circuit breaker. Verify the

debris filter is not clogged. Check water supply valves at back of washer for proper operation,
no clogs, and proper voltage. I did check all of those power, door, filters and water supply. I also
checked the valve coils and found the hot water valve coil is open. So I swapped it with the
Bleach valve coil that is good and ordered a Hot Water valve. Now the washer fills up to about 2
or 3 inches and does the wash. Ardie, Check the water fill level sensor to be sure it is not
clogged or is not malfunctioning. This fill level sensor is what stops the water at the appropriate
water level. My Samsung washer will not hold water anymore. I can manually pour water into the
tub with a bucket and it immediately flows onto the floor. David, That would mean the drain
hose is not connected or the drain pump itself has an issue. Also check the front drain filter as
it may not be connected or missing. Thanks RR. You are correct. It was the discharge hose. It
disconnected all on its own. The spring clamp feels very weak. I am replacing the clamp and the
other 3 that are similar with screw clamps. I have this top-load washer. It keeps repeating the
spin cycle and then finally end up with DC error. I will replace the clutch assembly next. It looks
like Samsung products are not well tested, they just release to us Beta testers at our expense. I
finally figured it out, there were 2 issues, the 13 contacts latched upper harness connector was
defective from new and the lower harness broken conductors due to vibration. I swapped each
harness out one at a time and the problem would be gone for a couple weeks. Once I swapped
out both, everything worked correctly detect proper load and always complete spin cycle. I think
your problem is probably just the lower harness. Very easy to fix, just one screw. Good luck. I
have a washer that appears to be leaking from the top? I see water on the floor in the front and
backâ€¦I took it apart but do not see a true seal?? I took the top ring off and thought there would
be a seal thereâ€¦any advice? Mike, When you state it leaks from the top, is it overfilling? Water
is too high and splashing over? Too many clothes and water set on high fill? Can you tell us
how the washer is leaking from the top? We can go from there. Turns on fine, can adjust cycle
using turn dial, and can start and run okay. Need to replace mother board? If so, what is cost
and can I do this myself? Sylvia, You may have a wire harness that is loose behind the control
panel. Unplug washer, remove screws holding panel on and check all wire harnesses to be sure
they are secure. Sometimes the vibration of the washer itself can rattle the harnesses off or they
could be damaged. If the wire harnesses are tight, in place, and secure, then check control
board for burns or obvious signs of a problem. If the board is bad, yes it is something you can
replace yourself. Just be absolute sure it IS the board before you buy. Watch a few YouTube
videos to see how everything comes apart. Here is the parts list with pricing for your Samsung
washer all parts for the top control area. Samsung Wa Top Load washer. We moved it to paint
the floor, moved it back hooked it up and now water will not fill. Checked inlet screen and all
clear. Please help. Karl, May sound too obvious but is water on? Both hot and cold? Water hose
crimped? Are connections to washer correct and not crossed? Try using a different cycle and
use only cold or hot water and see what happens. Your email address will not be published.
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Notify me of
follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Leave this field empty. This site
uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Skip to content.
Related Articles. He has 33 years of experience troubleshooting and repairing all types of
appliances. Contact here. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be
published. Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email. Sears PartsDirect is a leading supplier
of Craftsman front-engine lawn tractor replacement parts. We have the repair parts and
accessories that you need to keep your Craftsman lawn tractor running smoothly and
efficiently. When you need Craftsman repair parts, trust that Sears PartsDirect will have the
parts you need in stock. Check the oil level when the engine leaks oil. Drain oil to the full mark
on the dipstick if you find the engine overfilled. A leaking head gasket or sump gasket can also
cause oil leaks. Replace any damaged engine gaskets. If you notice gasoline stains on the
pavement or garage floor, investigate the source of the leaking fuel. Rebuild or replace the
carburetor if it leaks gas. Check the fuel pump for leaks and replace the pump if it's damaged.
Craftsman front-engine lawn tractor repair and replacement parts Sears PartsDirect is a leading
supplier of Craftsman front-engine lawn tractor replacement parts. Models 2, Showing of 2,
Craftsman 12 v lighting kit for 8 hp recoil suburban. Shop parts. Craftsman garden tractor.
Craftsman 42 rotary lawn mower. Craftsman 24 riding rotary lawn mower. Craftsman 12 garden
tractor rotary tiller. Craftsman ss 15 tractor. Craftsman garden tractor cutter bar mower.
Craftsman 6 hp custom tractor. Craftsman 30 8 hp riding lawn mower with electric start.
Craftsman 25 8 hp riding lawn mower with recoil start. Craftsman 25 riding lawn mower with
recoil start. Craftsman 7 hp custom tractor. Showing of 2, Back to top. Categories All
categories. Front-Engine Lawn Tractors. Rear-Engine Riding Mowers. All brands. Southern
States. Weed Eater. Western Auto. Yard King. Yard Pro. What to do when your Craftsman
front-engine lawn tractor leaks oil or gas Check the oil level when the engine leaks oil.

Top-selling Craftsman front-engine lawn tractor replacement parts Ignition switch. A riding
mower ignition switch supplies power to the electrical components of the engine. When you
turn the key, a metal contact transmits energy to the various connections on the switch. The
ignition switch includes a lock that allows the switch to turn only when the tumblers in the lock
are in the correct position. Mandrel assembly. The mandrel assembly consists of the housing,
bearings, and blade shaft. The mandrel mounts to the mower housing and has a pulley on top.
When the user engages the blades, a belt turns the pulley on the top of the mandrel and spins
the mower blade. Mower blade. The mower blade is affixed to the end of a shaft and has one
sharp edge on the top side. As the shaft spins, the sharp edge cuts the grass. Because of the
upward angle of the sharp edge, the grass blows upward and out to the discharge chute. Starter
solenoid. The starter solenoid is a high-current switch that sends power to the starter motor to
spin the engine when you turn the ignition key to the start position. Kenmore dryer parts. Gas
Range. Laundry Center. Maytag Laundry center Parts. Top-Mount Refrigerator. Sole F treadmill
parts. Need help? Close Start Chat. A new design has enabled to elongate the service life of the
motor while keeping the machine within the affordable price segment. Still, the appliances of
this kind fail sometimes. Well, the maintenance of LG washing machines provided by the
service centres is quite expensive. According to statistics, LG direct drive washers may start to
malfunction after five years of operation. The first one provides rotation of the drum with the
drive belt. The motor of the second one rotates the drum directly. This motor has no brushes
you need to replace when they wear. In case of breakage, you can immediately identify the
reason â€” it is the motor, not the adjacent parts. How can the user get what part is broken in
his LG washing machine? The washer is designed to inform the user of it. When a problem
occurs, the system displays LG error codes. What is the reason? Just add some clothes to the
drum. The wear of bearings and seals is considered a more serious failure. You need to
disassemble the washer completely and repair the drum to replace them. You may face this sort
of a failure if some water is left in the tub. You need to remove the water manually using the
drain filter. Then you may open the door. Wait for the cycle to finish. The malfunction of the
door locking assembly is an affair. Please note that the control module is possible to
malfunction as well. You need a wiring diagram of your LG washing machine to troubleshoot
and repair the module. After considering the main failures of the LG direct drive washing
machine, you are ready to start your repair work. Search Search for:. Author: David Hoover.
Here are the diagrams and repair parts for Earthquake E43 power earth auger, as well as links to
manuals and error code tables, if available. For DIY troubleshooting advice and repair guides,
visit our repair help section. Showing 10 of parts. Model E43 Earthquake power earth auger.
There are a couple of ways to find the part or diagram you need: Click a diagram to see the
parts shown on that diagram. Post hole digger recoil starter assembly Part Add to cart. Post
hole digger carburetor engine mount Part Post hole digger air filter Part Post hole digger recoil
starter clutch Part Post hole digger carburetor gasket Part Post hole digger earth blade, 6-in
Part EB6. Post hole digger grommet Part Recommended maintenance parts and accessories.
Lawn Mower Cover Part In Stock. Cover Part Angle Grinder. Craftsman Angle grinder
Replacement Parts. Front-Engine Lawn Tractor. Shop Craftsman T front-engine lawn tractor
parts , Shop Craftsman front-engine lawn tractor parts , Craftsman front-engine lawn tractor
parts. Miter Saw. Shop Craftsman miter saw parts. GE Refrigerator Parts. Need help? Close
Start Chat. In order to get the best possible experience from our website, please follow below
instructions. Add items to your wishlist so you can easily find them when you return to LG. It's
an easy way to keep track of that special something you've had your eye on or save gift ideas
for friends and family. Enter your email address below to receive a notification as soon as this
item is back in stock. Your email was received. We will let you know when this product is back
in stock. DLEVE 7. DLGVE 7. There is no available product. Ask your questions. Share your
answers. Please review the detailed product information and help guides in the Product Support
section for this product prior to posting a question. LG washing machines feature a streamlined
design, come in a wide range of colors and boast user-friendly control panels, as well as the
performance you need to keep your family â€” and your home â€” looking their best. To help
you get even more from your LG washer, just a few of the innovative features available include:.
Direct Drive Motors: LG washing machines feature fewer moving parts creating a longer-lasting
product. The Direct Drive motor is coupled with a year warranty for lasting peace of mind. With
the option to power-clean any load in less than 30 minutes, you can keep your favorite clothes
ready to wear at a moment's notice. Large-Capacity Washers: LG washers come in larger
capacities, which means you can do more laundry in less time â€” and makes it easy to clean
things like bulky comforters, blankets, large loads of jeans, towels and more. Steam
Technology: Whether you need to freshen up your favorite gym clothes or need a little extra
help getting the grime out after tackling a home improvement, gardening, automotive or art

project , our steam washer can dissolve dirt and remove odors more efficiently â€” so your
clothes will always look their best. Smart Technology: Our smart washing machines make it
easy to monitor every load â€” even while you're away. By connecting to your Wi-Fi network,
our washing machines make it easy to track or schedule cycles, receive alerts when loads are
done, receive error message, get remote help and more. Whether you want a front-load washer
or a top-load washing machine, our innovative selection has you covered with enhanced
cleaning and superior performance. To properly experience our LG. Skip to Contents Skip to
Accessibility Help. View Wishlist Wish. SNS Share Share this content. You can share the items
you like with your friends. Facebook Twitter Pinterest Email. In Stock. Graphite Steel White. Add
to Cart. Where to Buy. Add to Compare. Check the estimated delivery date
component-placehodlerPin Check. Close Notify Me When Available. Email Enter your Email.
Please enter a valid email. Sign me up to receive product tips and tricks, special offers and
more from LG. By signing up for these emails, you are agreeing to the LG Privacy Policy. Thank
You! Peace of mind built-in. Get recommended maintenance tips and usage reports to help keep
your appliances running at their best. Plus receive alerts for potential problem before they arise.
Think Again. Select a cycle, start or stop the wash and get notifications about when your
laundry will be done, all from your smartphone. It even works with the Google Assistant and
Amazon Alexa, so you can manage your laundry with simple voice commands. Mega capacity 5.
Water Plus - Whenever You Choose. The deep clean you already expect from LG top load
washers, plus a deep fill option to add extra water to any cycle with the touch of a button.
Measure Twice, Order Once. Complete this guide to help ensure a successful delivery and
installation. What people are saying Rated 5 out of 5 by candace99 from Great washer and easy
to use. We bought this a month ago and it works well. Especially heavy loads dog blankets. The
features are easy to understand. It washes the clothes very well and efficiently. Overall a very
good washer. Date published: Rated 5 out of 5 by Trish from Love It! I have had this washer for
almost two years and I absolutely love it! It can handle large loads with no issues. Rated 5 out of
5 by NRaygun from Great washer! Bought this as a replacement to a washer that seemed to
stop washing. It's like our clothes and towels are new again! Great washer that does a thorough
job and in a short amount of time. See All Reviews. Related Products. Scroll Left Scroll Right.
Add to Cart Where to Buy. We're here to support you with our product. Warranty Information
View manufacturer warranty information Learn more. Register Your Product Get the most out of
your ownership Learn more. Manuals and Downloads Download owner's manuals and
documentation Learn more. Help Library Help yourself to helpful product information Learn
more. Request a Repair Submit an online service request Learn more. Choose a support option
below:. LG Chatbot 24x7 Support with Chatbot! Mon-Sat ampm CST. Email No time to chat?
Send LG Support your inquiry. What is the RED circle with a line thru mean when washing?
Looks like a key shape inside the circle all in red. Usually do not stick around when its washing
but noticed this today. Always think red means something is wrong Will the 5. Yes, we have a
king and the comforters fit and seem to wash nicely. Answered by: Gloriab. This machine has
an impeller or agitator? What laundry soap is recommended. HE detergents produce fewer
suds, dissolve more efficiently to improve washing and rinsing performance and help to keep
the interior of the washer clean. Using a detergent that is not HE may cause oversudsing and
unsatisfactory performance which could result in error codes, cycle failure, and washer
damage. You can use an HE powdered detergent or an HE liquid detergent which are available
from most detergent manufacturers How can you adjust the water level? Is it set right if the
water doesn't fully cover the clothes? I hate this washer. It does not seem to use the soap at all.
Clothes are not clean. Water level is not even visible! I HATE this washer. Answered by: Ingjerd.
What is the tub made out of, stainless steeL. Clear All. Compare 0. Max products to compare
reached. Unable to compare products. Click "clear all" to compare different product types. Go
to page top. Prices, promotions and availability may vary by store and online. Prices subject to
change without notice. Quantities are limited. Check with your local retailers for their final price
and availability. To help you get even more from your LG washer, just a few of the innovative
features available include: 6Motion Technology: By combining up to six different wash motions,
you can customize your laundry cycles for perfectly clean clothes. How do you fix a washer that
will will not spin or drain? If your old or new washing machine does not spin we have some diy
fix tips below to get it running again. This should be completed before taking off parts or
removing panels to make sure the computer control is not at fault. To fix your washer yourself,
you may need to find your Washing Machine Service Repair manual. Top loading washing
machines that have a faulty lid switch will not turn the agitator and the spin cycle will not start.
However on some washing machine models it will still agitate but not spin. To properly check
this you must remove the lid switch. The lid switch is inside the washing machine main housing
near the door frame. Remember to unplug your washer before you begin any testing or repairs.

Once the switch is removed keep the wires coming from the washer attached to it so you can
test it with a digital multimeter. Press the button on the switch to simulate closing the lid. When
the lid is OPEN button not pressed in , the switch should have no continuity. If the switch does
not have continuity when pressed in, the lid switch needs to be replaced. Find your washing
machine lid switch. If the lid switch is functioning properly, go to the next step. This is usually
always the defective part when your washing machine pumps the water out but will not spin and
also when the water overflows on your washer. You can check this yourself by removing the 4
screws that hold the control panel in place. Once removed you will see the Water Level Control
Valve. To identify it look for the part with the small plastic tube attached to it. Once identified,
pull the plastic hose off the water level switch and blow air into it. If the tube is clogged with
soapy residue, then you can try forcing vinegar down the tube and in the switch itself by using a
turkey baster as this will dissolve the soapy residue. If the switch is visibly cracked or burned
you will need to replace it. When your washer is not spinning, check the drive belt for damage,
rips, over stretched, or has fallen off. If the belt is in good condition be sure you check that the
idler pulley and or glide on the motor is working correctly and is able to move as designed.
Check that there is nothing hindering the agitator or wash basket movement. If something is
hindering the agitator or wash tub from turning or moving, this can cause the washer belt on the
pulley to SLIP and therefore not spin. Make sure to inspect for oil drips or any water leaking on
the pulleys or the washer belt that could cause any slippage and therefore not spin properly.
Using the exact replacement washing machine belt is critical as the size, length, and width will
help to run your front load washer as designed. If the belt is slightly longer, slippage can occur
and the washer may not spin on certain cycles or wash load sizes. Question: My Top Load
Whirlpool washing machine will not spin on the spin cycle for the regular wash anymore. Both
cycles will not agitate the clothes. Will I need to buy a new one or is there hope in saving my
washer? Answer 1 â€” Sounds like the coupling as that is usually the bad part in most
Whirlpool models for the problem you are describing. The Whirlpool washer has no belts and is
a direct drive gearbox. The motor coupling was a weak plastic part which has been replaced
with a steel coupling as a direct replacement. However, if the washer does spin on pre soak
then it could be a bad switch. There should be repair information online for your model that can
help you figure it out. Answer 2 â€” Our washing machine had spin troubles also. It is a
Kenmore front loading washer and only 1 year old. Try going on the Appliance Repair Questions
website. Those guys are very helpful and some of them are actual appliance technicians that
answer your questions free. Seems more to be a control panel issue. It may be the timer itself.
Test the timer. Possibly a clogged drain or a pump not pumping? If the washer fills at a certain
rate and it drains at a certain rate then this is probably not the cause. Do some tests and find
out. Get a wiring and parts diagram and look at the wiring on your washer and find out what
leads to what to trace and test the components with a multimeter. Make sure those functions are
turning on when they should. After resetting my washer following these steps, my machine is
back up and running smoothly. Hi guys, My top loader wont wash or spin properly. It makes a
grating noise on wash, sounds like its on one direction of the agitator. On spin cycle the
agitator spins hard but the bowl goes slowly, balling up the clothes and not spinning them.
What can I do as a self fix? Thanks, Peter. Hey guys My samsung ww75jiw bubblewash7. Any
idea how I would go about this? My Whirlpool washine machine Model 2DLSJ02 was not
spinning and the pump was replaced about a month ago but the problem has recurred. Please
help me figure out what the issue is? I have a 10 year old Maytag Top load Washing machine.
The washer is spinning in spin mode but it will no longer get all the water out of the clothes
when done. Can you help. What could be the problem? I am going on a trip tomorrow and it shut
down in the middle of the wash cycle. Followed your master reset instructions and they worked
like a charm. I have tried to put them on a spin after the wash but they are still sopping wet? Do
you know what this could be? Or what I can do to find the fault? This is the problem I am having
with my Whirlpool front load washer. What do I have to look at? I have a Kenmore washer dryer
combo that is not working. I had a load of laundry in the washer and it started becoming off
balance. After panicking for a minute, it finally stopped. I rebalanced the load and turned it back
on. Everything seemed fine and it acted like the wash cycle was over. I waited almost an hour
before trying to run another load. The lid lock clicks and locks, and it sounds like it is starting,
but after a minute it shuts down and the timer beeps. Trying to fix this on my own without
having to call a service tech out. The unit is only a few months old. My machine goes thru all the
cycles but does not spin â€” there was mild-moderate odor of burning rubber. Is this machine
worth fixing? My Whirlpool top load washer will not spin even though it makes the spinning
sound. It drains the water but the clothes are still partially soaked. My Ikea integrated washing
machine does full wash cycle but not the spin. Any suggestions I have no idea where to start. I
have a Zanussi washing machine, it was working perfectly fine then all of a sudden it wont spin.

Am I going have to get a new one? Sian Norbury, Depending on what model number your
Zanussi washing machine is, check the lid switch, or the door switch to be sure it is working
properly. I have a Maytag top load washer, during the rinse while in the spinning process it
started to make a weird noise and smoke started to come out. I turned off the washing machine
and notice that it was not spinning and did not rinse. Nancy T. Unplug washer and open the
service panel. Use a flashlight and have a look inside. You will most likely see a shredded
rubber belt. If this is the case, order a new belt for your Maytag washer and install it yourself. If
it is not a belt issue, please let us know and please supply us with the model number off your
Maytag washer. Thanks for the info. Our Kenmore series 80 washer has erratic behavior.. I have
a Roper by Whirlpool top load washing machine and it fills with water. Andrea, If the Roper top
load washer hums when it should spin, and the washer will not drain, you may have 2 issues.
First check that the drain pump, drain hose, and wall drain are free of debris. The washer may
not spin properly if the drain system is not operable. Once you are sure the washer drain pump,
drain lines, wall drain, and drain hose is okay, run a test wash. If the washer hums but now
drains, you fixed one issue. If the washer still hums, you may have a bad belt, motor coupler,
motor itself, etcâ€¦ Check parts for wear and replace as necessary. I am having the same
problem with my Whirlpool. If you ended up finding a solution, please let me know. I am about
to check drainage system as suggested. I have bought Whirlpool washer from a guy that
promised it works great. I kept working with it and finally it filled and washedâ€¦ Then it will not
spin or drainâ€¦ I need help. Tim, Depending on the model number of your used Whirlpool
washer, if it will not spin or drain you could have a bad lid switch, drain pump and hose may be
clogged, jammed, or faulty. What is the model number? I have an LG FQDS front loader it has
developed an IE fault which is not allowing it to fill properly so I have replaced the solenoid
valves ,replaced the pressure sensor switch checked the vacuum hose and repaired small hole
with a hose joiner stripped and cleaned entire machine and replaced hall switch on motor but
still have IE code come up when trying to use machine also timer does not count down past the
first two minutes so am thinking maybe a control board or programmer issue. Thank you! I own
a GE top load washing machine. As of late, it seems to agitate the clothes, but when it goes into
spin cycle, the water seems to drain while the clothes at the bottom stay soaked. Not sure what
the best thing to do will be at this point, as the washing machine seems to drain all water from
the clothes receptacle, but given that it sounds like water is still within another compartment
within the machine, it may be the reason why it does not want to spin, almost as though the
water is slowing down any chance of it spinning. Any advice is greatly appreciated. Let me add
a reply to my previous post. I had purchased a new Drain Pump for my washing machine and
replaced it. I have a Kenmore 80 series top load washer. It seems to run through the regular
cycle but will not rinse, drain or spin. I tried fiddling with the lid switch and a time or two the
agitator did a flicker of a rotation before it shut off. Does this mean I should replace lid switch or
could there be more problems with it also just clicking and not draining? I have the Haier HLPn
1 cubic ft top loader and it just stopped draining â€” machine starts, goes through the wash
cycle, and stops â€” no noises, no beeps if we turn off the machine the water drains normally,
so the hose is not obstructed. Lana, Check wiring, check drain hose, check to be sure all drain
lines in the washer are not blocked. Does new pump get power? Does the new pump run at all? I
have a Samsung wash and dry front load machine that only washes and spins, but when it gets
to the drying point, an error code FE pops up and it stops operating. Please how can i resolve
this problem. Since we do not have your model number, Google your model number for where
the fan is located and how to get at it to check it. I have tried resetting it , and running a cycle
with nothing in it. My washer is a washer dryer combo, Maytag commercial duty dependable
care heavy duty large capacity intellidry control model LSGAAE. Clementine Baragry, When
your Maytag washer was overloaded, did you have to stop the washer and remove the items
during a cycle, or did you let it run the complete cycle overloaded and the washer finished? Is
the washer getting power? Did you get any blinking lights or errors after the overload? Have
you tried unplugging the washer for 5 minutes? Is it possible the extreme off balance may have
loosened a wiring harness or balancers on the tub off? Check under the washer to see if there is
any parts that have fallen off. If nothing, unplug washer and be sure all wiring harnesses are
connected. Thank you for your response. The washer stopped I emptied it, it was heavily
overloaded. I tried opening and closing the lid 6 times in 12 seconds. I tried running a cycle with
nothing. I am pretty sure it is getting power, the dryer works and there is only one plug for both.
Clementine Baragry, There may be an item stuck in the drain pump. If a washer is overloaded, at
times a small item may pass through and get jammed in the pump, and with some washers, the
washer will not do anything if this is the case. Possibly the motor overheated and time is
needed for it to cool off. If you overloaded the washer and try another wash too soon, it may be
because the washer motor is thermally protected and it has reset itself until it cools off. I have a

Kenmore 90 Series washer that will get all the way to the rinse cycle usually fills with water but
eventually will not spin and drain. If you take the basin and spin it around manually from inside
and then depress the lid switch, it sometimes will start back up and finish the cycles out. I had
something in the entry to the pump about a month ago and it ran fine for weeks after. Any ideas
before I just buy a new one? The lid switch may work intermittently. Test it to be sure that is not
what is causing the issue. If the lid switch is in good condition, check the motor coupler as it
may be worn out and causing the problem. I have a Samsung front load washer. Not sure the
model number. If I just hit spin it will spin. Starts slow with a humming noise then it kicks in and
runs. Then I hit a quick cycle and it fills and spins some and then about halfway through it just
stops. The water is still in the bottom and it smells like electrical burning and the spin motor is
humming any ideas? Thank you. Shawn, If the Samsung washer just stops mid cycle either it is
overloaded, has a bad board, may have a loose wire harness somewhere, or senses an
imbalance. If you smell electrical smell and the washer hums, then the drive motor and
components may be binding up or a faulty part could be the cause. Open the washer up and
have a look visually with the washer unplugged. Let us know the model number. I have a
Samsung SW12e1 model top loader washer. After the filling water process is done, it wont start
spinning, the motor does sound and does like it wants to spin, but then get stuck, it does this 3
times and then stops. Any solution? Dionel Cornelia, Please recheck the Model number of your
Samsung washer as the one you provided is not valid. If the washer fills with water, but has a
difficult time turning, it could be a number of things such as a belt, transmission, clutch, motor
coupler, etcâ€¦ When the washer tries to spin, can you open the lid and assist it by moving it
with your hand? If you try this, does the tub begin spinning? Let us know the model number
and describe in more detail what the washer is doing. Yes did open the lid and try to assist it ,
but it wont start spinning. It seems like it wants to start spinning, but will stop, it does this 3
times!! My Kenmore washer I learned how to enter the diagnostic mode. The other functions
appear to work as they should. I did observe the shift actuator moving but the motor will not
start the cycles. Any help is greatly appreciated! Brett, Check the wiring harness on the shifter.
It may be damaged or loose. Also check the motor sensor. It detects the rpm of the basket and
actuates between agitate and spin for the motor. The issue you are having may be a basket
speed sensor fault. Kayla, Check lid switch assembly for proper operation both mechanically
and electrically. I have an Amana top load washer. And sometimes the lid will lock, be sensing
the load, then stop. The lid will stay locked, but the lid lock light will be flashing. I have a
Whirlpool washing machine. Model wtwsq0 and I just recently replaced the dog ears for the
agitator to work which was successful. Now the machine is stopping on all rinse cycles and
makes a buzzing sound until i stop the cycle. Any ideas? John, Something may be binding up
when it gets to the rinse cycle. Clutch issue, Motor issue, Motor coupler issue, Pulley issue, Out
of alignment issue, Transmission issue? Have you checked these parts? What was the issue
before you replaced the dog ears? I have an Amana front load washer that was working fine
until the water was shut off by the dirt mid wash. We unplugged it and left for an hour â€” when
we apply power, there is no display on the front panel, door lock button flashes and we hear a
pump running dry. Pressing any button or holding it does not work. What do you think? Control
board issue? What is the model number of your Amana washer? The door lock may be faulty, or
it may not be closed properly. I have a Maytag washer that is about 20 years old. Now it has
stopped running at all except for agitation on the permanent press selection and will not drain
or go into spin. You can still hear the timer clicking along but nothing happening. Sherry, Can
you supply us with the Maytag washing machine model number so we can assist you in what
part that may need to be replaced? The washer was not spinning, would only do a slow tumble.
Thanks so much for these tips!! CLM, Please supply us with the model number of your Maytag
and we will assist further. Do you get an error code or any indication of an error? Does the
washer flash the led lights when it is trying to spin to signify an exact issue? Phillip Deering,
Since your GE washer is a top load, check the lid switch. I do hear it clicking not buzzing
occasionally too. Will not spin, agitate, or empty. I tried the reset trick, no luck. And then check
the drive belt? Machine is almost 26 years oldâ€¦ and has light-medium use one person only.
When I spoke to GE they said of course â€” replace the machine. The machine washes and
drains but does only very occasionally spin. When it is time to spin it makes a sound as if it is
trying to start spinning, but never manages to begin. I have taken away the bottom and the drive
belt looks very worn out. Do you think its the belt or something else? Thanks a lot! Jakob, If the
drive belt on your Haier Washer is worn out, that is most likely the reason your washer will not
always spin. From last week rinsing and spinning is not working and the error showing is E1.
Can you help me to solve this problem. Thanks in advance. Bob, Any error codes or flashing
errors shown? You may be overloading the washer and therefore it senses that and pauses
intermediatelyâ€¦ Can you give us the model number? Water does drain out, but leaves clothes

soaked. Pumps works fine. Coupler is in great shape. Clutch is new and still in new shape.
Lines are clean. At odds as what it can be. Viewed video of timer switch, so gonna check that
out, even though the timer also seems to working fine. Any suggestions would be greatly
appreciated. I have the same problem, and yes it works on all cycles but the rinse. So when it is
done spinning clothes are still wet and it the bottom of washer instead of up on the sides. Spins
fine on last spin cycle. What can I do to fix this? No further sound apart from the draining
sound. Gemma Greenwood, If your Beko washer is making a grinding noise, most likely that
means there is a broken part in the washer and it needs to be replaced. I have a Kenmore
washer top loader, model I opened the lid, and manually pressed the lid button down to see
what happens, and then gave the basket a spin manually and it spins that way. Any idea why?
Jewel, You have to give your Kenmore top load washer a manual hand spin so the basket spins
during a wash cycle? Do you hear any type of grinding or clicking noises? If you need to spin
by hand, the motor coupler, belt, or clutch could be bad. You will need to remove the panel and
check internally for damaged parts. Usually this is a coupler that is bad. It is inexpensive and
will not take very long to remove and replace. You will need to look inside the washer to be
absolutely sure which part to replace. Amazing job answering questions here, thanks. We have
an old Kenmore 70 series, model top-loader that keeps ending cycles with anywhere from 3
inches to a foot of water still in it. So to try to analyze what was going on, I ran a large load of
laundry with a wide pencil stuck down into the lid switch hole, and the lid open. I stayed in the
basement working on other things until I heard the washer stop. It was all the way to the end of
the cycle, with a foot of water in it. So I turned the knob around to the start of the spin cycle and
activated the washer; it drained the water and sat there humming, without any spinning. I pulled
the pencil out and the washer stopped, and the drum kind of jolted a little, like some force on it
had stopped suddenly. I put the pencil back in, and it started spinning and finished the spin
cycle normally. Does this point to any specific thing that I should check out first? Karl Hiller, We
would recommend to unplug the washer and take it apart as it seems to have an internal issue.
If after your Kenmore 70 washer got through one cycle and you had to manually turn the knob
for it to proceed into the next cycle and you heard humming, this means something may be
binding up, possibly the belt is bad, pulley, motor, clutch, or transmission. You need to take it
apart and troubleshoot from there. You will perobably see an obvious issue once it is
disassembled. I have Samsung top loader. When the clothes are about to spin the washer
shakes thus not allowing the clothes to spin. So, I thought I had too many clothes loaded. I used
less but it still does the same thing. Even tried spin mode alone and it still does the same thing.
It will wash and agitate but will not spin on any cycle sometimes if I take my hand and start it
will spin but it make take up to multiple times to get it going. I have tried to reset it but still no
luck. My Kenmore top load washer will Wash, rinse but will not drain or spin. Ive tried the
master reset. I dont really know what my next step shall be. Any guidence would be helpful.
Marisa Rodriguez, Most likely your Kenmore top load washer has a drain clog issue or the drain
hose may be clogged or bent. Check the draining components and most likely you will find a
clog that can be removed and will fix your washer. Thank you so much. It would spin and drain
but would finish with the clothes sopping wet. I replaced two of the three bearings one had a
small dent and did not spin freely. However, it works fine during the spin portion of the cycle
â€” no damage to the drive belt. Can you suggest what to do next? Thank you very much. Mario,
Be sure the bearings are installed properly. You could also have a transmission issue. What
happens when you turn the agitator by hand when the washer is not on? The machine is
unplugged and turned off to make sure it does not burn the belt. When I try to turn the agitator
to the right by hand clockwise , it does not turn. However, when I turn it to the left
counterclockwise it only turns the upper portion of the agitator but not the lower part. However,
when I turn the transmission pulley, it does turn the inner tub. This is all by hand. Mario,
Recheck every part inside the washer to see what is making it bind up and burn the belt. Why
did you replace the parts? After you replaced the parts, are you having the exact same issue?
What is the serial number of your washer? The serial number is S GP. I replaced the parts
because the washer was not working properly. After the entire wash cycle, the clothes were
soaking wet while the water was all drained out. Also during the agitation process, it was
making a grinding noise. So I figured that it was probably a bad bearing. I ordered the Hub and
Seal Kit and replaced the parts. The old bearing was a bit rough. But when I turned it on, the
entire belt got burned right before the first agitation. So I took it all apart, applied more grease to
it and it looked fine. The inner top was turning freely when the belt was not on. Then when I put
the belt on, I first tried to see if it would spin. I put the machine into extended spin. It was
spinning beautifully. I put the screw driver into the slot to make the machine think that the top
door is shut so that I could watch the entire cycle. The water got filled and when it was ready to
agitate, I only heard the motor pulley spinning and burning the belt. I could smell it. I turned it

off right away not to destroy another belt. Joan Morgan, If you replaced a bad lid switch and it
still will not work, make sure the lid switch is making contact with the lid plunger. If it is wired
properly, and the washer will still NOT SPIN, you will have to remove power and open the
washer up to find the exact fault. Let us know what you find. You rock!! The tub will not
manually turn. My friend said the motor is burnt out. But I would like a second opinion. I bought
it used and not sure of the age. And my stepson overloaded it one time. And next time it did
what I told at the beginning. Thanks again for any suggestions. Linda, My Maytag about the
same age is doing the same thing. Did you ever get a reply that explained the problem? Hi I
have an lg top load washing machine that has an intermittent problem. When it gets to the end
of the rinse cycle it clicks and then the pump wont start. Ive checked the pump and cleared it
out. The hoses arent blocked. I end up dropping the drain hose to the floor dtain to empty it. I
turn it off and on set it to spin and it works. I have a Lg direct drive washer. I ordered and
replaced the part. Started a load and it almost completed a full cycle before stopping at 6
minutes remaining and was flashing PE once again. Please help! Anthony, Be sure the correct
switch was installed and that it was installed correctly. If you continue to have issues it may be
a simple wire harness that is causing your issue but further troubleshooting will be needed. We
bought our Affinity fl used about 5 years ago and had to repair it twice. It has since quit
spinning and rather than get it fixed again we bought a new tl Maytag. The Affinity was never
really much of a problem, just kind of so-so. Hopefully our new machine will have our clothes
smelling better though. The old one never did though I tried to keep it clean and used expensive
detergent and softener. If you get a good deal on a used one, go for it, otherwise try something
else. My washing machine will not spin without assistance. I tricked the lid switch to allow me to
see inside during spin mode. The motor runs but the barrel only spins if i reach down and give it
a spin by hand. I checked the rubber coupler and it seams to be okay. I have a Whirlpool washer
XQ2 with a no spin issue. Sometimes it will not spin at all and other times it starts to spin but
stops have way thru and receive a lid-lock flashing light. I check the error codes and get a motor
not reaching proper rpm and a basket speed issue. I try the manual spin tests and the first time,
all is fine. The second time both spin tests fail halfway thru, on a subsequent attempt it just
starts to spin and stops right away. I leave it for half hour and the next first attempt the manual
spin test works fine. I tested all motor and actuator instructions and everything passes. I read
somewhere that an intermittent actuator will give a false lid-lock error. I have verified that the
lid-lock works fine during the manual test. The actuator tests also pass although at one point,
the tachometer test would fail but has been passing since checking the actuator connections. I
opened the lid to see what was happening, and the clothes were spinning but all of the water
was still in the tub! I held down the lid switch with my finger so I could watch it in action. It
seems like when the clicking would happen, the spinning would stop, and the water would slosh
around in the tub the splashing sound I heard. It never did spin, and then the end of cycle buzz
went off. My wife tried washing blanket in the washing machine do not know why , the cycle
started with water but it did not rotate. I guess it is an overload. But could any one help me
diagnose this? As of now if I try to run it empty the cycle starts but the drum does not rotate.
Also there are no errors on the screen. Our Kenmore front loader, model C, will not perform the
final spin, it drains then shuts itself off. This for all cycle options. Tried the reset above and no
difference. Any other suggestions please? We have an Electrolux top load washing machine.
Today when it is trying to spin the unlock lid control is cutting in and out and spinning is
stopping starting stopping starting faster than I can even say it! It is beeping at the same time,
and cutting in and out. I have unplugged from the wall and left it for quite some time but it is still
doing the same thing. Anne Louise, Check the lid switch as it may have an intermittent issue or
the washer is switching it on and off when it is running. What is the model number for your
Electrolux Washing Machine? Just used this site to fix my GE washing machine. Blowing air
into the tube of the water level control worked! Machine is spinning again! I have a Kenmore
elite oasis washer and I used it for the first time in 60 days and towards the end of the cycle I
keep getting this error message OL now matter how many items are in there. Is there something
I can do to fix it myself. If the unit is NOT overloaded, try unplugging the washer for 5 minutes
and plugging back in. If this resets it then the issue is gone, if not you may have something
blocking the tub, a motor error, a sensor error, control board, etcâ€¦ Let us know what you find.
TY I just did the unplug thingâ€¦.. Who would of thought! Need help please on fixing my
Kenmore top load washer. It starts of good from the start it Agitate and spins. But when it gets
to the rinse cycle it stops making the ticking noise completely and shuts off. How do I fix it?
Charlene Luna, Can you give us the model number of your Kenmore top load washer? It is
located under or on the lid. Also, when you say it shuts off, does the washer actually turn off
meaning no power no lights are on? Please describe in detail. I noticed yesterday that after the
wash the spin cycle was not engaging and the water is not draining. We removed the water

pump to see if there was anything stuck in it and there is nothing stuck. When the spin cycle is
supposed to be engaging there is a clicking sound coming from the pump but no action. Do you
think its the pump that needs to be replaced? Should we look at other things? Could it be the
Motor? Hera, It may be the pump motor, a control board issue, or a loose wire harness. Many
times a wire harness will become loose from the vibration and therefore certain parts are unable
to work properly. Check all the wire harnesses to be sure they are all connected secure. If they
are, then check to be sure the pump motor is getting power. If it is, you may need to replace the
pump motor. Also check the control board for loose wire harnesses or a possible burnt spot or
obvious signs of damage. Further troubleshooting may be necessary to find the exact part that
is malfunctioning. I have a Maytag washer and the only thing it will do is fill with water. I tried
your master reset and checking the switch. Neither worked. Joshua Wazelle, If it is a top load
washer, check the lid switch. If it is a front load washer, check to be sure the control board wire
harnesses are secure and not damaged. We will need the model number to troubleshoot the
problem. Look on the inside of the washer lid or front door for the model number and let us
know. I have a GE. The washer will not spin or agitate, the lid switch has been by by-passed and
resseting the motor does not work. The washer will move the drum clockwise and counter clock
wise for about 5 seconds each way for about a minute and then it will stop moving. The led on
top of the washer says that it is in normal operation but it will not spin. Jovan Estrella, If you are
bypassing the lid switch, is it bypassed correctly? If the washer senses the lid to be open it will
not operate properly. What happens after the washer drum moves cw and then ccw for 5
seconds? Does it just sit and count down as normal? I have tried the reset that was mentioned
earlier and have not done anything else. If you could help in any way i would greatly appreciate
it. Paula, Can you give us the model number of your Haier washer? We can further assist after
we know the exact washer model you have. I have a Hotpoint wm22 Washing Machine. It will fill
with water and drains ok, but the drum will not move from start to finish. I have replaced the
carbon brushes even though they looked fine. Is there anything else i can check before calling
out an engineer? If not, check to be sure it is getting power. Check to be sure there is not a
thermal reset button on the motor. If you replaced the brushes then you most likely checked out
the complete motor. Replace motor if it is faulty. If the motor is in working order, but does not
receive power, then there is an issue with the control panel or a wiring issue. Please
troubleshoot further and let us know what you find faulty on your Hotpoint Washer. I have a
whirlpool top loading high efficiency washer 5 months old. Once the wash cycle finishes it wont
proceed to the rinse cycle, leaving the clothes wet. I have to manually switch it to the rinse spin
cycle. I use HE detergent, and have even tried running it without soap. Same thing happens. The
model number is wtwdw. You will need to open the washer up and test the components to be
sure. However, if the washer is only 5 months old, it should be under warranty. Call Whirlpool
and they should send someone out. Your washer is under warrantyâ€¦. Jemma, Can you give us
the model number of your Hotpoint washer? You most likely have a front load washer and the
door is locked. Try unplugging the washer for 5 minutes and plug back in, set the washer to
drain and see if the water will drain out. Unplugging it may reset the washer. I have a Frigidaire
Front Load Washing machine and it is acting like it would like to spin but it is stuckâ€¦ It will do
one jerking motion then it stops filling with water and just sits there until the time expires for the
cycle, can you let me know if you may be able to help. I have already cleaned the drain pump
and made sure the propel spins inside the pump. It just counts down on the timer but the
washer does not spin, wash, or drain? No noises? Can we have the model number of your
Frigidaire Front Load Washing machine? Have you checked to see if all the wire harnesses are
attached behind the control board? This sounds like a computer board communication issue.
The control board may not be communicating with the washer therefore the washer stops filling
with water and just sits. Having checked the control pcb which did not appear to have any dry
or melted joints. I suspect that the contacts within the relay used to energize the water inlet
valve have worn. As the boards are factory soldered and resin coated it makes it nearly
impossible to replace the relays which are fairly cheap components. When I have made repairs
factory made pcbs in the past you can sometimes lift the tracks off it if too much heat is applied.
The relay coils were good at ohms. When weighing up the cost of encountering further issues
with other parts such as the motor or heating element in the near future As the machine is now
6 years old. The approved replacement pcb is half the price of a new machine which swayed my
decision. Great site and great advice. Try running the washer a few times with no detergent to
clear the washer of suds and clear the error. In the future do not use an excessive amount of
detergent. Use HE type detergent. I have tried that already. It comes on sprays a little bit of
water the drums goes back and forth a little bit then it shuts off and says code SD and it is Fsome number. I had worker come out to look at the washing machine and he said it could be the
power board. When I called him back he said that nobody works on those front load washers. I

read lots of comments about them about them being lemons that when they got one thing fixed
on it another thing went wrong with it. I tried unplugging it and plugged it back in but it did not
reset. I did not know about opening and closing the door will that work on a Maytag? Donna
Russell, Yes try the reset process on your Maytag washing machine and see if that resets the
error code. I have a Samsung VRT front load washer, about 4 years old that will not spin. When
the motor hums the door lock light is on then turns off when the motor stops. I checked the
filter and hoses and nothing is blocked and the door lock does work. There are no error codes
as well. Dean, This sounds like the motor is binding up or a part has broken. Open the washer
up and check to see if the motor is somehow either binding up or you can see a broken part.
When the motor hums, does it produce an electrical smell? You could have a faulty motor.
Thanks for the quick reply. There was no electrical smell at all so I followed your advice and
checked for binding. I took off the rotor and the bolt was so tight I had to use my electric impact
gun. Nothing on the stator looks out of place so I put the rotor back on and tightened the bolt
with a ratchet, and now it spins. I just ran a complete cycle and it is fixed. Thanks again. No
questions at this time but I wanted to say this is the best site I have been onâ€¦maybe ever. Your
instructions are clear, you respond with respect and courtesy. I am very grateful for your time
and effort. I have read through the posts on this site and I am really impressed with the advice
given. It appears you have the solutions to most issues. I would really appreciate your advice on
an issue I have with my whirlpool awe top loading washing machine. Once turned on and a
cycle selected the motor runs and turns the drum three times possibly in different directions.
The drain pump then appears to drain the water before the red service light comes on so I
suspect that the motor is okay. I have checked the filter and also removed the pump which
when tested outside the machine spins correctly drawing around 0. No water is entering the
machine although I believe it is not getting to that stage in the cycle. The solenoid son the valve
test out at 3. I have checked the pressure switch which is closed when air is blown into the
hose. Is there anything else in the control circuit which could be causing the service light to
illuminate or is this possibly a pcb fault. I have yet to try your reset tip although if you
recommended that it may work with this model I will give it a go. Carl G, If you have been very
thorough with checking the pressure switch, water inlet valve, and the drain pump, then you
may have an electronic issue with a board or module. Check and let us know what you find. It
will in fact fill up with water to wash normally, but stops when it becomes the rinse cycle. I have
done the reset funcition, and even had a professional plumber look at it, to no avail. This
machine is only a couple of years old. Any information you can give me would be greatly
appreciated!! It does competes all the cycles, the agitator agitates and its drains the water. Here
comes the problem, once its drains the water, it should be going to the final spin cycle, it looks
like its doing the spinning hearing the washing machine working but when I open it and make
the door switch on with a screw driver, all I can only hear the noise, but the drum is not
spinning at all. Between, is this model is pretty old one?? Bipin Maliakal, You may have either a
maytag washer transmission problem or a maytag washer tub part that has gone bad. Check the
links we have included as they have parts schematics and that may help you to find the issue.
Thank you so so much for saving me from a melt down. It then refused to do a spin drain cycle.
Thanks to reading list it is now running a rinse and spin test cycle without fault :. Thanks for the
information. First, my compliments to you on the fantastic job you do here and the amount of
patience you demonstrate when responding to some of these queries. I am truly impressed. My
washer is a top load direct drive Kenmore Whirlpool model over 10 yrs old. New Years Eve, had
a load of clothes in, left lid open at start of rinse cycle for water to fill before adding fabric
softener. From past experience I would characterize the sound as that of some sort of switch
being repeatedly energized. Machine did not agitate but tub began to slowly rotate. I stopped it
then reset timer to start of wash cycle at the point where it stops filling and begins agitate.
Same result. Tried timer reset to several different points in various cycles all with basically
same results the loud clicking noise present always at any points in cycle other than fill. Being
in the midst of some other activities at the time I set timer to spin, closed lid and left the area.
Much later, when I returned to remove the clothes they were almost but not quite dripping wet
and there was an electrical smell in the vicinity. The clothes being too wet to deal with I reset
timer to spin and nothing. No click, no sound or response at all. Not on any speed at any point
in any of the cycles. Could you please advise as to next troubleshoot procedure? I would be
most grateful! Lorri, Unplug washer, open service panel and check inside as it sounds as if
something was binding up and therefore causing your issues and the burning smell. Direct
drive is different than the traditional washer so do a little troubleshooting and have a look
around and you will most likely see a part that has broken or an electrical component that has
shorted out. Use caution when taking the machine apart to investigate inside. Your issue could
be a number of things. Here is a parts list for your Kenmore washer There are a few videos at

the bottom of that page link that you can watch to assist you further. I have an Amana washer
we replaced the water inlet valve not sure the correct term now washer will not spin or drain
tried resetting it. It will not reset continues you try to agitate. Tish, Replacing the water inlet
valve should have nothing to do with spin and drain. Is water entering the tub? Why was the
inlet valve replaced? When you replaced the water inlet valve you may have inadvertently
bumped a wire harness or similar. Recheck all wiring to be sure the drain pump, lid switch and
other parts are connected properly and getting power. I have a GE top load washer machine. It
goes through the all the cycles until it gets to the spin and drain cycle. I noticed that in this
cycle it is making a solid buzzing sound but nothing is happening. I took the front cover off of
the machine wow there was a ton of stuffing from a dog bed throughout which I cleaned it all
out and heard the buzzing coming from the pump motor in the front. There is a wheel on the
front which is not spinning. I played with the wheel got it to spin momentarily but stopped when
I tried a light load. Any suggestions? I tried the lid rest to no avail. Unless I did it wrong. Not
sure if i need a new pump and what the cost would be for that. I did notice the magnet is still
strong. Stephen Hohl, The drain pump is most likely internally clogged. Open it up and check.
Which wheel are you talking about? There should not be a pulley on the drain pump. Just be
sure the drain pump is not clogged and the washer will spin and drain as normal. If you need
more info, please send us your model number of the washer. I need your advice regarding my
washing machine. I opened the washer and found that the belt is intact and the motor is running
intermittently as well. Allan Aquino, Before replacing any parts, check that the drain pump and
drain hose are not clogged as this can make SOME washers refuse to spin as it senses the
drain system is blocked. If the drain pump is in working order and not blocked, then further
troubleshooting will be required. There could be an issue with the load sensor, or the control
board may have an issue. Have you tried to run the washer empty and see if it spins? Thank you
so much to those who post this type of information on the internet! The postings and how to
videos have invaluable to me over the years, saving me time, money, and a lot of angst. I would
never know how to do a lot of things without the posted information. When it enters the Final
Spin cycle it stops. We come to the machine thinking it is finished and open the door, but there
is water in the machine and, clearly the clothes have not spun. I tried unplugging and plugging
back in for one minute, then opening and closing the door six times within 12 seconds. Then, I
ran a the machine in the quick setting without any items in it. It ran flawlessly. I did notice on the
quick cycle that the first think it does when it enters the Final Spin is that it drains the water,
and I could hear the water drain. I was observing while I did the load, and, at the start of the
Final Spin, I heard a sound that resembled a motor, but I did not hear the water drain. Would this
be a problem with the pump being clogged and preventing it from draining or something else?
Michael, If not a control board malfunctionâ€¦ then yes the pump may be clogged and therefore
the washer is giving the final spin cycle enough time to empty the water, but if the pump, drain
hose, or drain in the wall is clogged or blocked, it will not drain the water out. Try checking the
drain hose, drain pump, drain filter, and the wall drain. Be sure there are no clogs and try a
wash cycle again. If the problem persists it may be a control board issue or other. Yes, the
pump was clogged. In the hose there was a white basket with large holes, and it was clogged
with all kinds of stuff. I cleaned it out and put it all back together, and the washer works great.
Getting to that hose was an absolute pain. I had to remove the front panel, which includes
disconnecting the door and removing the rubber boot from the door as well. Removing the hose
was pretty easy. Reconnecting the hose to the tub line, the pump and to the sensor for the
control panel was the hardest part. Any hints for the reconnecting that rubber hose to the
plastic lines, for the next time I have to do that? I noticed that some washers have a panel on
the front that allows direct access to this basket. I will make sure my next washing machine has
one of those. Live and Learn. One last question, the rubber boot has some mold in the bottom
of it where water can sit after the washer is used. I have replaced it once before, and I will likely
have to replace it again soon. Any tricks for removing the mold or preventing it from forming in
there? Michael, Q â€” Any hints for the reconnecting that rubber hose to the plastic lines, for
the next time I have to do that? A â€” Use a hair dryer to warm the end of the hose to get it to
slide back on easier. Q â€” The rubber boot has some mold in the bottom of it where water can
sit after the washer is used. A â€” Running a preventive maintenance wash cycle will help take
care of bacterial growth and residual soap. Once each month or more frequently if desired. Run
a hot water wash with no clothes and use bleach or white vinegar instead of detergent. Hi Tim.
Several months ago, I also had spin problems with my front load Kenmore washer [a different
model number than yours]. I had performed the Reset steps to no avail. I had replaced the door
switch to no avail. It was easy to remove, with only 2 Philips head screws and to just unplug the
connector. Anyway, I checked out eBay and got one for a reasonable cost. Prior to making this
purchase, I download a few YouTube repair videos and exhaustively searched thru the different

manufacturers of my Kenmoreâ€¦.. You can also check my previous comments of several
months ago re my repair journey. I hope this helps you with your repair. The bottom line with
these front loaders is that the stainless steel tubs are joined with the spyder arms of aluminum
and after some years the corrosion issues tend to fouls the bearings in the tub, and sometimes,
the aluminum spyder arm breaks and the tub bangs around! Anyway, check out the internet for
repair videos which can be very useful in building your confidenceâ€¦.. I was an electronic tech
for 34 years, working on IC circuitry, then computers for many years. The statement that John
from Canada made about handling the computer control board with care is correct, but he is
mistaken when he says to make sure you are not grounded. The reverse is true. Static
discharge into the circuit components is the potential computer chip killer, so touching a
grounded panel on the machine while handling the old board, but especially the new one, will
discharge any residual static charge you may have developed on your skin, and prevent an arc
from jumping to a component on the board. My Kenmore front load washer starts up and the
lights come on. The machine goes through the cycles but the tub will not move when its time to
wash. The machine freezes and will not move when the spin cycle comes on. I have to unplug
every time. Is it the motor or the control panelâ€¦ Please helpâ€¦. Tim, It could be the control
panel if you have to unplug the washer every time to reset it. Can we have the model number of
your Kenmore front load washer? I have a Kenmore front load washer Model The timer starts 56
min then stops and freezes on 7, which is the spin cycle. I have checked the control board on
top and control motor board on bottom and did not see any black marks or anything that is not
normal. I unplugged all of the wires are re-plugged them back in. The machine is doing the same
thing. Please help Thanksâ€¦â€¦. Tim, It sounds as if you may have a faulty control board. As a
test, can you run the washer on the shortest wash cycle completely empty and let us know what
you find? I unplugged the washer and set washer on express wash. I am getting nothing no
water anymore, it sits on 30 min doing nothing. When you say control board is that the one on
the bottom of machine or top, or the other way around. Thanks for all your help. Tim, So after
unplugging the washer it gets NO water filling into the tub? At 30 min it sits and does nothing?
Are any lights flashing? Is the washer making a beeping noise? What happens if you leave the
washer when it hangs at 30 min? Does it eventually start into the next cycle or is it in other
words, frozen? The control board we mentioned is the one behind the controls. I had it on
regular wash. All of the lights come on nothing flashing. Machine making no noise. It just sat on
30 for 10 min then I unplugged. When I had it on regular wash it started at 59 min and went
through all cycles and filled the tub and drained, but it stopped and froze on 7 min which is the
spin cycle. Tim, Try washing again and see if the same exact thing happens. If it stops on 30
minutes again then you could have a part that is malfunctioning therefore freezing the machine
in that wash cycle. If the time the washer stops or freezes changes, then a control board is
usually the issue. Run a few more washes and observe if you see any changes which can lead
to which part you may need to check or replace. Tried it again, when I press normal wash, quick
wash or either wash, the door locks when I press start and nothing happens it just sits on the
beginning numbers. Nothing happens at all. The lights come on and I can switch between
different cycles, once you press start nothing happens. Tim, Sounds like there is a
communication error. Try checking that the wire harnesses are secure on all parts and to the
board. If all the electrical is connected, you may have a bad board and further troubleshooting
will be required. Checked all wires and re-plugged washer. The minutes go from 59 minutes all
the way down to 7 minutes. The tub never moves still. Tim, The tub does not move most likely
because you have a faulty or malfunctioning control board, sensor, or timer. You can move the
tub by hand when the washer is off, correct? It does not seem as if anything is binding up
inside? It is more of a control or communication problem? Do you have a multi-meter? I can
move the tub by hand with no problem, nothing is binding up. I do not have a multi-meter.
Would that be the control board at top or control motor board at the bottom? Need washer
working badâ€¦.. Thanks for all of the helpâ€¦. Tim, Control board at top may have loose wire
harnesses. Check the board and motor to be sure the electrical wires are secure. I have an older
Whirlpool washing machine top loader. It makes motor noise but does not spin. The clutch is
good, and the coupler is good. Nick, This may be obvious but you did not mention it aboveâ€¦
Have you checked the belt, lid switch, pulleys, transmission? I have a Maytag series front load
washer. I already replaced the old pump thinking that was the problem. Then it start to spin then
stop midway and makes a draining noise, but nothing comes out. Unplugged and plugged back
in and open and closed the door six times and no change. Please help!! Jennifer, IS the light on
the control flashing or blinking? It may be trying to tell you a fault code. What do you do to get
the light to go off so you can start the washer? Once you get it running, and it starts to spin,
does it fill with water first? Is the draining noise actually coming from the drain pump? How
long does this happen and when it does what is happening with the control panel? Any type of

flashing or codes? I experienced an error code 4E. The problem occurs half way filling the tub
and all of the sudden that 4E error code started to buzz and it drains away the half filled water
immediately. What seems to be the problems? I tried to set on spin mode, and it spins well. But
when i try do the normal, cycle. The 4E problem repeats. Benni, See our page here that
describes what to check and How to fix a Samsung washing machine with error code 4E. I have
a Whirlpool Washer, which is giving me a headache because it appears it did not spin at the end
of washing cycle. I initially thought it was a spin cycle problem. But after watching more closely
the entire cycle, I realized it is more a problem that starts at the beginning of draining cycle. My
washer fills water okay, agitates okay, and then when it drains the water, it should normally start
spinning with draining water. But it does not despite draining itself is okay, and does not spin at
all after that even for the high spin cycle at the end. Interestingly, if I give a quick manual spin
when it does not start spinning at the draining cycle, it does perfectly well and finishes washing
including spin cycle. Another interesting thing is that this problem occurred only intermittently
before, but now all the time. There is no abnormal noise or anything. Without knowing this
problem, I replaced lid switch and motor coupling, but did not help at all. Any suggestions what
is the problem and if I can fix it? Thank you in advance. Leo, If you have replaced the lid switch
and motor coupling on your top load Whirlpool washer, the next thing to check is to see if the
clutch is slipping. You may have a bad clutch or the transmission could leak oil on the clutch
and cause it to slip therefore causing your not spinning or Have to assist washer drum by hand
to spin. Have you examined the transmission and the clutch? Just a slow turn and it makes one
beeping sound the one it notified u when it is done. Tony Hong, Can you please give us the
model number of your Samsung washing machine? I have a washer that is an older model and it
is a top loader and it will not spin on the rinse cycle. What can I do to fix it? April, If you have an
older top loading washer and it will not spin, the MOST likely issue is the lid switch. Check to be
sure when the lid shuts it is depressing on the lid switch. You should hear a clicking noise when
you close the lid. It may be an electrical issue meaning the lid switch is bad or possibly the lid is
not able to depress the lid switch. Problem with final rinse. Water will fill then immediately pump
out without agitating. John, Your Amana washer may have a siphoning issue. Be sure the drain
hose at back is at the correct height. Solution: Reposition drain hose. I have a front loading
washing machine, I overloaded it on one occasion, and the drum has stopped rotating and it
has come loose, the motor still works when the machine is turned on but the drum does not
rotate. Can you please advice me what the fault could be and if it can be repaired. Tony, It will all
depend on what type of front load washer you have. If the washer was overloaded and the drum
has become loose or just simply will not turn, then yes either the belt, motor, pulley,
transmission, clutch, or a bracket holding the drum has broken or cracked. You will need to
unplug the washer from power, remove the panel, and visually inspect the inside for obvious
signs of damage or broken parts. Remove and replace parts as necessary. It was acting up as
the fast spin mode could not be activated, leaving behind a load of dripping wet laundry. But it
took me to do that 3 times before the operation was normalized. It gets half way into a normal
cycle and stops spinning. The belt is in good condition and its less than 18 months old. Sam,
Have you tried unplugging the washer to reset it? It may be a simple fix to reset the washer. If
that does not work let us know and we can help further. What country are you in? I have a
Whirlpool front loader, Model number is Ywfwxw We have replaced the pump and the belt, and
will still not high speed spin under load.. Bridgette, If your Whirlpool front load washer will not
spin at high speed when fully loaded with clothing, you may not have the exact belt
replacement. If the belt is a bit larger than the original Whirlpool OEM belt, it will spin empty but
once a heavy clothing load is added, the washer will spin but the belt slips and therefore cannot
spin fast. You may also have a pulley or other component that is not letting the belt be as tight
as needed. You may need to adjust the motor position, pulley position, or possibly the belt is
not riding the pulleys correctly, maybe upside down and that is causing the slipping? Do you
smell any burning rubber or electrical smell when the washer is running? Does the drum spin
freely when you turn it by hand? I have a Whirlpool Top load and everything works with the
exception of the spin cycle. The water will fill but will not agitate I do not have an agitator, but it
spins and shifts back and forth , it will drain but will not spin. Every time I pull clothes out, I
have to wring the water out of them before putting in the dryer. The washer is only 3 years old
too. Susan, You may have a lid switch issue or lid door lock issue that is causing the washer to
not spin. Have you tried testing the lid switch or have a look to see if there is a belt or pulley
issue inside the washer? My Amana front load NFW washer will not finish the wash cycle. It
indicates E3 code. I have tried the master reset and no go. It runs fine when not loaded. When
loaded, it stops in the wash cycle or sometimes makes it to the rinse and spin and stops with
the E3 code. If I pause it and let the load sit for a while and then resume, it will sometimes
continue through the cycle. S, Amana E3 Error means the machine control is trying to drive the

motor but is not seeing any tach response. Does the motor move? If motor is locked it could be
the motor, wiring, or the hall sensor. The hall sensor is an internal part of the washers motor. It
relays the info to the machines control board. Yes, the motor does move and when I have only a
couple of items in the tub it seems ok. I hear what sound to me like a slipping or rubbing sound.
Could the belt just be loose or stretched out? Or something more serious? If the motor and belt
are in good working order, the hall sensor should be replaced. Chris, If you have a front load
washer, clean out the front drain filter. Whatever washer type you have, check the drain hose for
any type of blockage or bends. Be sure the washer can drain into the actual drain in the wall as
the actual drain may be clogged also. Karli, Are you getting an error code on your front load
washer? Usually on a front load washer, if it is not spinning or draining, you have a problem
with the drain pump being clogged, jammed or the drain hose is bent or clogged also. Can you
tell us the model number of your washer? Worked perfectly, I did this twice. I put in two more
towels and it started making noises. Karli, SUD means too much detergent is being used. FO2
means a drain issue.. If the problem does not go away after doing the above, replace the pump.
My Samsung washing machine 13kg top loader when I plug it in it goes on of itself and gave me
the error code OE and IE. Please give us the exact current error code and your Samsung model
number. Can you please help me with that, any video or advise on how to do that. Lia, Can you
tell us the exact model number of your washer so we can direct you to dissemble the washer to
get to the drain pump? Zack Copo, Usually an older top load washer that will not rinse or drain
means there is an issue with the drain system. Check the washer drain hose for clogs or bends.
Check the drain pump to be sure there is nothing blocking it. If the drain pump is blocked,
jammed, or clogged, the washer will not rinse or drain. I have a Kenmore front load washer C I
believe manufactured by Frigidaire. All of sudden when you start a load the water starts filling
for a couple of seconds and then the led light that says high spin goes to No Spin and
everything stops. I have checked for blockagesâ€¦. Gerry, If your washing machine does not
spin check to make sure the door has latched completely. The led light that comes on may
mean a bad sensor, control board or other. If the motor does not operate at all the motor control
board could be bad. You can visually inspect it and if the board is bad the components will be
burnt. The other day I took it apart and found that the drive belt was snapped in half on the floor.
I thought great, easy fix! I bought a new drive belt and installed it. The belt moves fine when it
agitates though. Does anyone have any ideas? Chris, The tension on the belt is not correct. You
may have the wrong size belt or the belt pulleys that it sits on are not spaced correctly to
provide the perfect tension on the belt. You may have a worn out or slightly bent pulley. Have
you checked to be sure nothing is worn out, bent, and the belt you installed is the exact match
to the old one? I have a Kenmore washer that stops at the spin cycle. I have to turn the knob
back to spin and it will start again; however, it takes 3 times of doing this before the clothes are
ready for the dryer. I just wanted to make sure that this could be the actual problem. Darlene,
Yes the timer may have bad spots or burnt spots on it therefore the timer does not work on
certain wash cycles. Remove and replace the timer using the videos you have referred too. It is
an easy job just be sure you have the power OFF to the washer. Ben, Can you give us the make
and model number of your washer? Have you tested the lid switch if you have a top loader? My
Samsung top loading washing machine will attempt to spin but starts going off balance and will
shut off and start the whole load over again. Rachael, Is it going off balance because of a large
over filled wash load? Have you tried washing a short wash with the washer empty? You may
have bad tub holders or springs may have come off and therefore the washer is off balance. If
you are not overloading the washer, have a look under the washer to see if a tub stabilizer has
fallen off therefore causing the off balance issue. Sam, At what point did your Hitachi top load
washer stop and receive the FD error code? During wash, rinse, or drain? Do you have a serial
number for your machine? I have a Maytag that will fill and agitate normal but will not drain and
spin. The cycle knob will continue to end cycle without rinse or spinning, and full of water.
Sometimes after opening and closing lid and turning knob to rinse cycle it will drain some and
try to spin very slowly and then stop. Tested lid switch, seems to be fine. Please help, desperate
to do laundry in Cal. Have you tried looking at pump to see if clogged? Also check drain hose
and drain where water comes out. May be a blockage. I was skeptical about the pump being the
problem, but I wired it directly to , and it worked. After that, I ran through a short cycle, and it
was ok. Not sure what happened, but it works fine now. Thanks for your help. What is your
advice to solve the problem? Check the pump to be sure it is getting power. Check to be sure it
is not clogged or jammed. Check pump hose to be sure there is no blockage. Do you have a
multimeter? I have a GE front loader which acts normal until it goes to the final rinse cycle. It
agitates back and forth normally, and then abruptly the door unlocked light goes on, and all
activity stops before the rinse cycle starts. I have tried the reset thing, but to no help. Norm,
Your GE front loader may stop at that moment and the door issue occurs as you may have a

blocked drain pump or drain hose. This means at the final rinse, it drains the water out. If the
pump is blocked, the washer cannot drain. Check drain pump for something that may be
clogged in there or a bent or clogged drain hose. When I place any kind of load, even a very
light one, the machine will stop mid cycle giving an E3 I think fault code. Alex, Candy washing
machine displaying an E3 error means: The washer has not drained in time allowed â€” washing
machine fails to drain out water Check that filter is not blocked or obstructed, Check drain hose
is clear of any blockage or obstruction, Check wiring to drain pump, Check drain pump is not
defective, Check level sensor or switch, Check wiring to level sensor. If not, the bearing has
seized. On a Frigidaire front loader, check for the presence of the pump filter. If missing, that
may be the source of the drum jam. I need a help, my washing machine shows me fault error
code E It was stopping pump but now pump is working normal. I tested water going out. When I
want start machine coming up fault e Please help me. Camil, Bosch washer error code E23
means a fault with the drain pump. This would mean that either the drain pump, wiring or main
control board is bad. The code means the wrong resistance value from the drain pump. Try and
unplug the washer for 10 minutes to reset it. If you still get error E23 you need to begin testing
parts with a multimeter, most likely you have a bad drain pump. Ekimmy, If your Amana washer
will wash and rinse but will not spin it could mean the lid switch is not working but the timer
keeps going thus allowing it to rinse. You may also have a bad clutch or transmission issue.
Can you supply us with the model number of your Amana washer? Do you have any ideas?
Maggie, Can you give us your washing machine symptoms? Model number of your Whirlpool? If
lid switch did not fix your washer, you may have a wiring problem, or possibly the lid is not
coming in contact with your lid switch. Do you hear a clicking sound when you shut the washer
lid? It has stopped spinning. Would it be worth getting a new main board or is it more worthy to
purchase a new washing machine.?? Appreciate your advice. Kind Regards Lisa. Lisa, A burnt
board can be fixed if you know what component on the board is bad. Is the burnt area of the
control board for your Bosch washing machine a capacitor? If so a capacitor can be purchased
for next to nothing and re-soldered into place. If the board is not repairable by yourselfâ€¦ Have
you checked to see what prices are for a new board? You could buy a used board or have it
repaired by a professional. Do some research and you may be able to get the board fixed for
much much cheaper than a new board or for that matter a new washer. I have a front load
Kenmore model. It drains fine but will not spin. I opened the back and the motor is turning, but
not the drum inside. Is this something I can fix myself? A coupler or something? Kyle, Does
your front load washer make any type of scraping, rubbing, or screeching noises when
running? If not spinning and it seems to jump out of place, does it show an error code? Can you
supply us with the full model and serial number? It wants to spin in both directions but a couple
of attempts it stops. No codes are showing on the control panel and I have tried the master
reset without any success, I have cleaned the drain filter. Plus I read the manual provided and it
says something about a electronic unbalance detection device? Richard, Have you washed a
large load of towels or blankets in the last load? If the washer senses an imbalance it will try to
correct the problem and display an error code. If you have no error code, the control board may
need reset. Have you made sure the drain filter is back in place correctly? Your washer may not
be operating properly if the drain pump is clogged, when you cleaned the filter, was it full of
gunk? Is your washer on level ground? Was it moved lately? Have you tried washing on a quick
wash cycle with no clothing and see what happens? Try a few test washes and see if the washer
gives you an error code. You may have a loose wire harness somewhere near the board causing
your issue too. Check to be sure all wire harnesses are attached and secure. Ok so i did reset
on the machine and tried it this morning. It is running through cycles and spinning but whining
very loudly there is no smell coming from it. It is not draining when i checked the drain hose
during the drain cycle it was just trickling. Bonnie, Your drain pump is most likely clogged or
jammed with foreign objects. You will need to take the pump apart and remove anything lodging
inside to fix the issue. My washing machine has a start up problem. When you start it the water
will pump in then it is supposed to spin. It takes a while of trying and it will finally work. Jerry,
Please supply us with a make and model number of your washer. If the washer is not spinning,
what error signal shows up? An error code or a beeping? If there is an error code please let us
know the code and we can provide answers to fix. I overloaded my washer. Now it will not do
anything. It stopped after the wash cycle. Water still in tub. I unloaded it. Let the timer still run it
tries to start and then just hums for a minute and then stops. Will not do anything else. Bonnie,
Unload the washer completely. Unplug the washer for 5 minutes. See if that resets the washer.
Humming may mean a belt or other part broke or is not working properly if the washer was
heavily overloaded. Can you please provide us with a make and model number of your washer
and we can assist with helping you fix your washer? Clothes are drenched. Any advice? Lori,
Most likely you have a bad lid switch. If the lid switch is faulty, the machine will agitate the

clothing but will not spin or drain. If you have a meter you can test the lid switch or check it
visually and make sure the washer plunger is pushing on it when the top load door closes. It
would complete the cycle, but the clothes would still be soaking wet. No matter where I turn the
dial, it makes a slight buzzing noise, but nothing happens. I did unplug it for a minute and
opened and closed the lid a dozen times, but still nothing. Nicole, If machine is buzzing, that
MAY mean a part is binding up and unable to move. You could have a number of issues. First,
be sure the lid switch is in working order. Then check drain hose and drain pump to be sure
nothing is clogged and making the washer unable to drain. Buzzing may also mean a bad motor,
bad timer switch or other. Check the components we mentioned and go from there. Any other
questions? We will be happy to answer. If after installing the door lock the machine worked, but
the second wash attempt did not, then either a sensor or possibly wiring is to blame. Does the
current door lock assembly test okay with a meter? I bought the door lock assembly from
amazon and it had the same part number as the original. Leo, We mean all the components you
mentioned. If you do not have a meter or do not know how to use one, get one and learn, it will
save you loads of money in the long run. In the meantimeâ€¦ Check the wiring harnesses on
ALL components to be they are secure. The main control board may be faulty, check it for burn
marks and other obvious signs of damage. My Samsung top loader model WA13V9 has been
idle for some time. I went to use it and it comes on and before you finish giving commands it
times out and displays error: 0E. Remove power to the appliance, wait 30 seconds then turn the
power supply back on. The drain pump should operate to drain the washing machine. Matzc2v,
Please supply us with model number and a detailed description of your Samsung washer issue.
Thank you, thank you so much for this clearly written and easy to follow tutorial. A simple reset
did the trick! We are thrilled! The drum has suddenly stopped turning â€” I have tried the reset
you suggested â€” unplugging it for a minute, then opening and closing the door six times. It
drains fine. Any ideas what I could try next? I have an 18 year old washer that has a random
problem with spinning. After washing it goes to drain and spin but sometimes it gets stuck and
only drains with a somewhat loud motor hum. It may catch with a clunk and start spinning, or it
may wait until it reverses direction where it will catch. If you hear it humming you can go and lift
the lid. As soon as the motor spins to a stop there is a clunk and then you close the lid. Spins
fine until the next full spin cycle starts. Everything else works fine. Tim, It sounds like either the
clutch or motor coupler is worn out and causing your issue if you have a top load washer. Can
you give us make and model of your washing machine to assist further? I have a Frigidaire
Gallery top loader which washes fine but when it comes down to spinning and draining the
water off the clothes its not working and also I smell of rubbery burning smell what could it be?
Delvin, When your top load washer is spinning, the rubber belt is in use. If you smell rubber
burning, then the belt is about to shred or is misaligned. You should order a new belt for your
washer. Inspect the washer first to be sure the belt is causing your issue. This is a common
issue with many top load washers. I did replace it with a new washer but the spinning cycle
does not work, i tried to spin only but it also refuse to spin. Is it the washer problem or
something else? Mad, Have you checked the lid or door switch? If your washer will not spin,
usually the lid or door switch is bad. Test with a meter to be sure. I have a Bosch classic
express front load washing machine. Approx 10 yrs old. The machine was working fine except
for the bearing on the motor was getting a bit noisy. I replaced the bearing but now the machine
does not appear to complete any cycles. It will fill and empty
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no problem. But when it starts to spin it is like it is loosing the run signal and stops, then it
times out and moves to the next phase of the wash cycle. I have tried the same with the belt
removed to eliminate imbalance in the drum, even though it appears fine. Any help would be
appreciated. Paul Dunne, It sounds as if something such as a wiring harness or an electrical
component came loose or detached when you replaced the bearing. It may have been
something loose to begin with and taking the washer apart made it detach. We would suggest to
trace all wiring harnesses from the top controls and move downward. There may be a motor
control sensor that is loose. Find the loose wire and secure it into its original position. If it turns
out to NOT be a loose wiring issue, let us know and we can troubleshoot further. When I
completed a load of washing this morning, the clothes were still very foamy. Now my wife has
tried to do the load again and there is still a pool of water in the bottom.

